On the morning of the seventh day of the third month after the voyagers' departure, the Santa Maria suddenly lurched and stalled, groaning with the burden of its weight, followed by the Pinta, then the Nina. No one had sighted land.
"Did any one drop anchor?" Columbus called out. "Has any one gone adrift?" The admiral, when he arrived at his senses, answered that no man or anchor had been cast off.
Craning his neck over the bow, a lookout announced, "We've touched land!" But when Columbus looked out he saw nothing.
"A sandbar," Francisco clarified.
"Then land must be near," said the admiral, soberly, not wishing to excite the crew too much.
"Or the mountain ranges of some buried world," said Columbus, still dreaming.
When it turned out not to be an indication of land, nor the peak of some Atlantean wonder, the seamen had no other course but to extricate the ships from the ridge, by means of shifting all the weight to the bow, since they had already passed over a good part of the border, and raising their masts high to the wind. Turning their heads to where the ship left its wake, the men could see the sandbar stretching out like a seawall far to the north and the south, as if splitting the ocean in two.
"Has the Nina suffered any?" Columbus asked Francisco, who had started inspecting the Santa Maria for wood rot.
Rather than reply, Francisco handed Columbus the awl with which he had been testing the frame. "Why don't you go make sure the crew is safe?"
Columbus wondered if he should have had the admiral punish his insubordinate shipmate, for the sake of a well-ordered voyage, but decided instead to go into his stateroom and tinker with his astrolabe.
When
the Santa Maria finally arrived in Shanghai, the admiral raised the royal standard, and the other two ships bore the green cross with the insignia of the king and queen. All the necessary declara tions were made, and a few heathens were brought on board to be studied. These specimens were mere villagers and had none of the ornament or riches that had been described in The Travels of Marco Polo. Somewhat disappointed, Columbus declared that, since the people of this country were not as Marco Polo had specified, then they must not be true Chinese. He ordered them detained and sent back to the kingdom for examination. Their poverty was disconcert ing to Columbus, since the royal coffers were depleted, and rations were becoming scarce. Then he, Francisco, and the comptroller who had been appointed by the crown all stepped out onto land, where fog moved downwind toward Portugal.
Walking through the streets of Shanghai, beside horses and wag ons drawn along on grooved paths, Columbus, Francisco, and the comptroller drew impolite stares and laughter. To the townsmen, they appeared funnily stretched, gangly-armed like monkeys, and ungracefully tall. They were unclean as only seamen can be, and even fishmongers held their noses as they passed.
Columbus approached a group of savages and attempted to barter broken bits of ceramic and glass for some pomegranates, but the merchant only stared vacantly at the fragments with which he was presented. The comptroller suggested to Columbus that there was perhaps a language barrier that had obscured his intentions. When another customer squeezed in past them and laid down a slip of decorated paper, he walked away with a dozen or so pear-shaped 28 fruit. Columbus was incredulous. Why did this merchant accept this useless bit of ornate parchment, covered with ink, while he wanted none of the treasures that they had brought from across the ocean?
The merchant tucked his earnings away in a box with a complicated arrangement of drawers and compartments; then he clicked together some beads, laid out in a wooden frame connected by a beam and a series of rods, upon which several more beads were lanced.
Impatient, Columbus began to pantomime by rubbing his stom ach, and pointing three fingers at his mouth. "We're hungry. Our men need food," he said, indicating his ship. "Is there anything
we have that you would barter for?" With a sweeping gesture, he seemed to encompass his whole party.
We don't buy slaves, here. 
